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ABSTRACT: New exact formulas describing the observed shift of projected moiré grating lines on a

surface of an object are derived for the paraxial model. These formulas enable to construct more

accurate explicit relationship among the amplitude of oscillation, the pitch of the projected grating

and the order of the fringe. Analytical derivations and numerical illustrations are used throughout the

text to explain the process of formation of double-exposure and time-averaged projection moiré

fringes.
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1. Introduction

The projection moiré technique which belongs to the

family of structured light projection methods allows

obtaining the relief of an object [1–3]. Its principle

consists of projecting a sinusoidal grating of parallel

lines onto the surface of the object. The relief then

can be deduced from the geometric parameters of the

set-up and the analysis of the grating observed by a

digital camera.

Another classical application of the projection

moiré method is the measurement of out-of-plane

displacements by the difference in relief between two

prompting states. Images of projected gratings are

captured on the test object before and after the object

is deformed. The displacement field can be extracted

from the fringe pattern produced by double exposure

of these two images of the projected grid. A drawback

of projection moiré techniques is associated with the

projection-oriented nature of this method. Applica-

tions with non-viewable, hidden or inaccessible sur-

faces exclude the use of projection moiré [4].

Although classical, projection moiré techniques are

continuously developed. Recently, two wavelengths

of the projection topography and the synchronisa-

tion between a CCD camera and the projector were

used to treat large-step discontinuities in 3D mea-

sured objects [5]. Phase-shifting fringe analysis is used

to enhance the measurement resolution of the grat-

ing projection moiré topography [6]. Fast Fourier

Transform and signal-demodulating techniques can

be used to generate a wrapped phase map from a

pattern of projection moiré fringes [7]. An unwrap-

ping procedure is used to obtain a continuous phase;

a digital method for fractional fringe multiplication

helps to increase the accuracy of the method. Com-

puter-aided moiré methods use the versatility of

modern computers not only for practical measure-

ments but also for teaching moiré techniques [8].

Applicability of projection moiré techniques for

dynamical systems has been noted several decades

ago. A fixed moiré grating is projected on a surface of

a liquid. The wave-carrying surface distorts the grat-

ing and permits visualisation and measurement of

waves as they travel across the surface [9]. Projection

moiré was found useful to measure vibration of plates

and other objects [10, 11].

Novel and modern applications of projection

moiré are developed continuously. Projection moiré

is probably one of the best experimental methods for

measuring instantaneous out-of-plane deflections of

composite plates on the leading edges of wings sub-

ject to bird strikes [12]. A combination of object-

adapted fringes and moiré-filtering is used to monitor

the exact position of a rotating fan with seven wings

rotating with 100 Hz and to detect a shape defect of a

single wing with 500 measurements per second [13].

Projection moiré techniques are successfully used in

biomedical applications for analysis of muscular

functionality [14].

Nevertheless, interpretation of projected moiré

fringes is not a straightforward task even for a static

double-exposure problem. This problem is poorly

conditioned because of the usual difficulty of deter-

mining accurately small changes in a large quantity

[15]. Nevertheless, approximate formulas for the
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interpretation of projection moiré fringes exist even

for complex geometrical set-ups [16]. A CCD camera

calibration procedure and improved phase extraction

procedures using a modified Hilbert transform with

Laplacian pyramid algorithms help to minimise the

uncertainty of the measurements [17]. The inverse

problem of fringe interpretation can also be solved by

the help of optimisation techniques when a residual

functional is built by summing over differences

between displacements measured experimentally by

projection moiré and those predicted numerically. Its

minimisation yields a correct field of displacements

of a hyper-elastic membrane [18].

Interpretation of experimental results becomes

even more complicated when time-averaging pro-

jection moiré techniques are used to generate a

pattern of time-averaged fringes on an oscillating

surface. Quantitative analysis of the resultant time-

averaged fringes has been performed with the help of

equations developed by time-averaging the optical

intensity of the projected grid throughout the vibra-

tional period of the test item surface [19]. Unfortu-

nately, authors have used a rather naı̈ve approach for

the analysis of time-averaging processes [19] – they

discuss about ‘splitting’ of time-averaged fringes

instead of manipulating with analytical relationships

governing the physical processes of fringe formation.

An alternative approach is presented in reference [20]

where a series of precisely timed digital images of a

vibrating object is recorded instead of capturing a

time-averaged image.

This paper has two objectives: the first one was to

derive an exact relationship describing the formation

of the projected image on a deformed surface without

any simplifications related to the variation of that

surface; the second one was to exploit this relation-

ship for the investigation of time-averaged images on

an oscillating surface.

2. Basic Formulations

Initially, we concentrate on a one-dimensional

problem (Figure 1). A structured light (usually a har-

monic grating) is projected on a deformed diffuse

white surface G(x); the angle of illumination is h1 and

the angle of observation is h2. A well-known classical

relationship:

G x0ð Þ ¼
d x0ð Þ

tan h1 þ tan h2
(1)

can be used to approximate the height of the surface

at a point x0 by measuring the observable shift of the

projected image d(x0) (Figure 1).

Projection moiré is a complex optical technique,

especially when an inverse problem of fringes inter-

pretation is considered. It requires a system analysis

approach. One has to consider the following basic

topics: (i) camera model, (ii) projector model, (iii)

reference surface and (iv) surface under analysis.

We use a paraxial model (this condition can be

approximated by using a slide projector that is placed

far from the specimen and by placing the imaging

system far away from the specimen). In other words,

we do not use a model of the camera and of the pro-

jector; the moiré grating lines are lines of equal depth

with respect to a reference plane. The standard model

for both the camera and the projector would be the

pinhole camera with the necessary corrections to

take into account the presence of a lens system. Then,

one should introduce corrections to transform the

observed fringes into fringes of equal depth [21–23].

Another important factor, which must be consid-

ered in practical applications, is the problem of depth

of focus. A camera can focus one plane only; all the

other points in the surface under analysis experience

a change of coordinates that introduces an error. As

we use the paraxial model, we do not need to deal

with the problem of depth of focus. Otherwise, one

should take care of this problem as reported in [22,

24].

We have two motives to ignore the standard model

and to use a paraxial model. The first one is to show

that Equation (1) is not exact even if the paraxial

model is used. The second one is to explore time-

averaged projection moiré effects. As mentioned

previously, some recent papers use naı̈ve consider-

ations for the description of interference effects

taking place in time-averaged images produced by

projection moiré. Our objective was to derive exact

relationships for time-averaged projection moiré at

least for the paraxial model. The standard model

could be the next step of analysis.

Figure 1: The observable shift of the projected image in the

paraxial approximation; G(x) is a deformed surface; h1 and h2

are angles of illumination and observation; d(x0) is the

observable shift
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First of all, we limit our study by the assumption

that the direction of observation is perpendicular to

the x-axis. Nevertheless, we will not loose the gen-

erality of formulations. From the geometrical point

of view, the definition of two angles h1 and h2 is

redundant. The frame x0G can be rotated to make the

x-axis perpendicular to the direction of observation;

then the angle of observation becomes h = h1 + h2. It

is clear that the function of the deformed surface will

be defined is a new-rotated frame then. One would

need to use a linear operator of rotation to return to

the original frame x0G. Anyway, from now on we use

only one angle. We assume that the direction of

observation is perpendicular to the x-axis and the

angle between the direction of illumination and the

direction of observation is h.

The basic simplification associated to the obser-

vable shift of the projected image is illustrated in

Figure 2. The observable shift of the projected image

on the deformed surface is d(x0) (if the surface coin-

cides with the x-axis in the state of equilibrium). But

a simplification that the surface is a slowly varying

function (or just an error in the problem formula-

tion) leads to a conclusion that the ordinate of the

intersection point between a ray of the projected

light crossing a point x0 on the x-axis and the

deformed surface equals to the G(x0) (Figure 2).

In fact, this is a zero-order approximation. The

observable shift would be then d0(x0), and:

G x0ð Þ ¼
d0 x0ð Þ
tan h

(2)

Equation (2) [also Equation (1)] builds ground for a

convenient experimental technique for the identifi-

cation on the unknown deformed surface G(x). One

just needs to project a regular moiré grating on a

deformed surface. It is enough to measure shifts of

each grating line to approximate the shape of the

surface. Almost all cited references in this paper are

based on this principle. We show that in general it is

not correct.

Unfortunately, d0(x0) is not an accurate estimate of

the observable shift. A first-order approximation can

produce a more accurate result (the inclined solid

line in Figure 2 is a tangent to the surface at the point

x0):

G x0ð Þ þ d1 x0ð Þ
dG x0ð Þ

dx
¼ d1 x0ð Þ

tan h
(3)

Clearly, a derivative of the surface is involved in

Equation (3). The computation of the shape of the

surface becomes much more complex compared with

Equation (2).

Even a higher degree of accuracy can be achieved

by using higher orders of approximation (involving

also higher orders of derivatives). But the object of

this paper was not to present some sort of approxi-

mation. We are interested only in an exact relation-

ship between the observable shift d(x0) and the

height of the surface G(x0).

2.1. Exact mathematical representation of
the projected image

The geometrical scheme in Figure 2 can be repre-

sented in an alternative representation in Figure 3.

The projected image F(y) is defined in a frame y0F

which is rotated in respect of the frame x0G by an

angle h. The function F(y) determines a greyscale

level of a white light ray travelling through a point

y0 along the F-axis. Therefore, we assume that

0 � FðyÞ � 1, where 0 represents the black color;

1 – the white color, and all intermediate values stand

Figure 2: A geometrical representation of the projection pro-

cess

Figure 3: One-dimensional geometrical representation of the

optical projection on a diffuse surface; F(y) is the projected

image; G(x) is a diffuse deformed surface; and H(z) is the

observed image
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for appropriate greyscale levels. An alternative way to

illustrate the function F(y) in Figure 3 could be plot-

ting a transparent film on the y-axis with a paraxial

white light source on the other side of the film.

Anyway, we keep the functional illustration of F(y) in

Figure 3 because it makes the construction of geo-

metrical relationships easier.

As mentioned previously, we use paraxial

approximation. Our motive is quite simple – first

we need to derive exact relationships for a more

simple case. Perspective effects caused by a point

light source or by the camera lens can be examined

later.

The angle of illumination h is bounded in the

interval �p=2 < h < p=2 (a negative angle h is shown

in Figure 3). The angle of observation is equal to 0;

therefore, the x-axis and the z-axis are parallel.

Coordinates of the marked points are: A(y0; F(y0));

B(x0; G(x0)); C(x0; H(x0)) (Figure 3). We introduce

following vectors: ey
! – unitary vector of the y-axis;

ny
�! – unitary vector of the F-axis; tG

!
– tangent vector

to the surface G at the point B; nG
�! – normal vector to

the surface G at the point B. All these vectors are

unitary, thus ey
!�� �� ¼ ny

�!�� �� ¼ tG
!��� ��� ¼ nG

�!�� �� ¼ 1. Also,

nG
�!�� ��? tG

!��� ���; ny
�!�� ��? ey

!�� ��. Coordinates of these vectors in

the x0G frame are:

ey
!¼ cos h; sin hð Þ

ny
�! ¼ � sin h; cos hð Þ

tG
�! ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ
� �2q ;

G0x xð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

� �2q
0
B@

1
CA

nG
�! ¼ � G0x xð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ
� �2q ;

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

� �2q
0
B@

1
CA

(4)

As mentioned previously, the surface G(x) is a dif-

fuse surface. Therefore, the observed greyscale level at

a point z is:

H zð Þ ¼ H xð Þ :¼ F yð Þ cos a (5)

where

cos a ¼ ny
�! � nG

�!� �
¼ cos hþ G0x xð Þ sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ
� �2q (6)

The scalar product in Equation (6) cannot be neg-

ative because �p=2 < h < p=2 and the vector nG
�! can-

not point downwards (the function G(x) is a single-

valued function).

It is clear that Equation (5) is implicit. An explicit

form can be produced exploiting the relationship

between coordinates of the point B(x, G(x)) in frames

x0G and y0F. The following equality holds for all

positive x and y:

y ¼ x cos h� G xð Þ sin h (7)

Thus, finally:

H xð Þ ¼ F x cos h�G xð Þ sin hð Þ cos hþG0x xð Þ sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

� �2q (8)

The argument of the function F(y) can be rewritten:

x cos h�G xð Þ sin h ¼ x�G xð Þ tan hð Þ cos h (9)

Equation (8) gives an exact description of the

image formation process. The observable local

shift equals to G xð Þ tan h; the observed image is

expanded by a scale 1=cos h and the dimming (or

brightening) of the observed image is described by

the term:

cos hþG0x xð Þ sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

� �2q

One should not mix the local observable shift

G xð Þ tan h with the zero-th order approximation

G x0ð Þ tan h in Equation (2). The essential difference is

that Equation (8) describes optical effects taking

place at the intersection point between the ray of

illumination and the deformed surface, while Equa-

tion (2) approximates the observable shift at the

point of intersection between the ray of illumination

and the x-axis.

Optical effects caused by the gradient of the surface

to projection moiré images are analysed in [25]; cor-

rections of the gradient effect are quantified and

compared with the effect of depth of focus, this last

component being more important that the gradient

effect. As the function that provides the surface is an

implicit function, an iterative solution is employed

to obtain the final results [25]. As noted previously,

we do not consider the effect of depth of focus. But

our approach produces an exact result (valid only for

the paraxial model) and it does not require an itera-

tive approximation. Unfortunately, Equation (5) is an

implicit equation. The derived explicit Equation (7)

involves a shifted coordinate; one needs to make a

coordinate change before computing the final result.

That coordinate change does not depend on the

gradient; the gradient is responsible only for dim-

ming (or brightening) of the observed dynamically

shifted image.
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2.2. Shadows

The formation of shadows is illustrated in Figure 4;

grey-shaded areas (and thick black lines on the

z-axis) represent the sections of the observed image

where shadows are formed. A shadow starts at

points Ai; Bi; Ci and finishes at points Ai; Bi0; Ci0

(Figure 4).

The necessary and sufficient condition for the for-

mation of a shadow is nG
�!? ny

�! or cos a = 0 [Equation

(6)], which yields:

cos hþG0x xið Þ sin h ¼ 0 (10)

A shadow terminates at a point B(xi0; G(xi0)). The

coordinate xi0 can be found from the equality:

G xi0ð Þ �G xið Þ ¼ � xi0 � xið Þ cot h (11)

No shadows exist when h = 0 and G(x) is a single-

valued function. All surface points are in a shadow

when hj j ¼ p=2.

Finally, no shadows will exist if for all x the fol-

lowing inequality holds true:

cos hþG0x xið Þ sin h > 0 (12)

(the angle between vectors ny
�! and nG

�! is acute) or

cos h > G0x xið Þ sin h
�� �� (13)

2.3. A computational example

We use a simple computational example to illus-

trate the difference between the exact formulation

in Equation (8) and the approximate relation-

ship in Equation (2). We project a moiré grating

F yð Þ ¼ 0:5þ 0:5 cos 60yð Þ onto a wavy surface des-

cribed by equation G xð Þ ¼ 0:3 sin 0:5x2
� �

by an angle

h ¼ �p=4 (Figure 5). The correct image of the pro-

jected grating is presented in Figure 5B (as men-

tioned previously 0 corresponds to the black col-

our; 1 – to the white colour). Figure 5C shows the

projected grating – if the physical relationships

governing the process of projection would be des-

cribed by Equation (2). Next, we plot the projected

grating on the x-axis in Figure 5D (note that the

pitch of the projected grating is not p/30 because of

the effect of image expansion). We find local

minimums (centre lines of the dark grating lines) in

Figure 5C,D and calculate absolute shifts of the

grating lines. Now, heights of the deformed surface

are calculated using Equation (2). Discrete points

are interpolated by a continuous line showing

the shape of the estimated deformed surface in

Figure 5E.

It is clear that differences between the original

and the reconstructed surfaces are obvious. The

reconstruction could be more or less acceptable in

regions where the deformed surface is a slowly

varying surface. But systematic errors become huge

where the gradient of the deformed surface is lar-

ger. This is a nice computational example showing

the importance of the accuracy of optical relation-

ships.

2.4. Double-exposure projection moiré

Double-exposure projection moiré technique com-

prises two steps. Initially, the grating is projected

obliquely to the viewing direction on a surface G(x)

(it can be a deformed surface) and the observed

grating is photographed. Then, the specimen is

deformed (the grating projection and imaging sys-

tems remain unchanged) and the observed grating

is photographed again. Superposition of these two

images produces moiré fringes, which can be used to

identify the magnitude of the specimen’s deforma-

tion.

The surface of the deformed specimen can be

described as G xð Þ þ g xð Þ, where g(x) is the absolute

deformation of the specimen in the direction of

observation after the load was applied. We assume

that the projected image is a harmonic moiré

grating:

F yð Þ ¼ 1

2
þ 1

2
cos

2p
k

y

� �
(14)

where k is the pitch of the grating. Moreover, we will

assume that the function g(x) is a slowly varying

function. In other words, we require that
Figure 4: A schematic diagram illustrating the formation of

shadows
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cos hþ G0x xð Þ þ g 0x xð Þ
� �

sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ þ g 0x xð Þ

� �2
q � cos hþ G0x xð Þ sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ
� �2q : (15)

Then, additive superposition [26] of the observed

grating before and after the load produces:

H1 xð ÞþH2 xð Þ
2

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

� �2
q

coshþG0x xð Þ sinh

� 1

2
þ1

4
cos

2p
k
ðxcosh�GðxÞ sinhÞ

�

þcos
2p
k
ðxcosh�ðGðxÞþ gðxÞ sinhÞ

�

¼ 1

2
þ1

4
cos

2p
k

xcosh�G xð Þsinh� g xð Þsinh
2

� �	 


�cos
2p
k

g xð Þ sinh
2

� �
; (16)

where H1(x) and H2(x) are observed gratings before

and after the load. Equation (16) represents the effect

of beats; the envelope function is

1

2
� 1

4
cos

2p
k

g xð Þ sin h
2

� �
:

Moiré fringes will form at

pg xð Þ sin h
k

¼ p
2
þ pN; N ¼ 0;�1;�2; . . . (17)

Finally, the displacement g(x) in terms of fringe

order N reads:

g xð Þ ¼ 0:5þNð Þk
sin h

(18)

Equation (18) is similar to a well-known relation-

ship among the axial displacement, the pitch of

the grating and the angle of illumination [15].

Nevertheless, one must remember our assumption

that g(x) is a slowly varying function. We can easily

construct a similar figure to Figure 5 and show that

the relationship in Equation (18) does not hold when

gradients of g(x) are high. Anyway, the main object

of this paper was time-averaged projection moiré, so

Figure 5: Computational reconstruction of the projected moiré grating: (A) a wavy surface described by equation

G xð Þ ¼ 0:3 sin 0:5x2
� �

; (B) correct image of the projected grating at h ¼ �p=4; (C) incorrect representation of the projected grating

based on Equation (1); (D) the projected grating on the x-axis; (E) the surface’s reconstruction based on phase shifts calculated from

(C) and (D)
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we do not concentrate more on metrological aspects

of double exposure projection moiré.

3. Time-Averaged Projection Moiré

The object of this paper was to investigate the for-

mation of time-averaged projection moiré fringes

when the specimen’s surface performs harmonic

oscillations. The observed time-averaged image is

registered by using conventional time integration

techniques when the exposure time is much longer

than the period of oscillations [27]. Furthermore, we

analyse only harmonic oscillations of the surface:

G x; tð Þ ¼ G xð Þ sin xt þ /ð Þ (19)

where x is the frequency and F is the phase of har-

monic oscillations. Then,

HF x h;G xð Þjð Þ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

H x;tð Þdt¼1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

H x;tð Þdt (20)

where HF is the observed time-averaged image;

H x; tð Þ ¼ F x cos h�G xð Þ sin h � sin tð Þ

� cos hþ G0x xð Þ sin h � sin tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ sin t

� �2
q (21)

We illustrate few properties of the time-averaging

operator:

1 Let F yð Þ � 0. Then HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ � 0. Time-aver-

aged image is black if no light is projected on the

surface.

2 Let F yð Þ � p; p is a constant; 0 £ p £ 1. Then

HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ p

p

Z p
2

�p
2

cos hþG0x xð Þ sin h � sin tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ sin t

� �2q dt

3 Let G xð Þ � 0. Then HF x h; 0jð Þ ¼ F x cos hð Þ cos h.

Time-averaged image is similar to the projected

image if the surface is flat and stationary. No time-

averaged fringes are formed. If h ¼ 0 simulta-

neously, HF x 0; 0jð Þ ¼ F xð Þ.
4 Let h = 0. Then

HF x 0; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ F xð Þ
p

Z p
2

�p
2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ sin t

� �2
q dt

Time-average image and the projected image are

similar if the projection angle h = 0.

We analyse several particular cases separately.

3.1. Let G(x) ” a; a is a constant
(a flat non-deformable surface oscillates
up and down)

Then

HF x h; ajð Þ ¼ cos h
p

Z p
2

�p
2

F x cos hþ a sin h � sin tð Þdt

We illustrate the process of time-averaging assum-

ing that the projected image is a harmonic function

defined by Equation (14):

But

1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

sin
2pa sin h

k
sin t

� �
dt ¼ 0

because the integrand is an odd function and the

limits of the definite integral are symmetric. Instead

of eliminating the second integral in Equation (22),

we change it by another term (which is also equal to

zero):

HF x h;ajð Þ¼cosh
2
þcosh

2p

Z p
2

�p
2

cos
2p
k

xcosh�asinh �sintð Þ
� �

dt

¼cosh
2
þcosh

2
cos

2pxcosh
k

1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

cos
2pasinh

k
sint

� �
dtþsin

2pxcosh
k

1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

sin
2pasinh

k
sint

� �
dt

 !
(22)
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where j2 = )1 and J0 is zero-order Bessel function of

the first kind [28];

J0 xð Þ ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

exp jx sin tð Þdt

We show that properties C and D hold before

continuing the discussion on time-averaging effects.

Since J0(0) = 1,

HF x h;0jð Þ ¼ cosh
1

2
þ1

2
cos

2pxcosh
k

� �
¼ F xcoshð Þcosh

(24)

On the other hand,

HF x 0; ajð Þ ¼ 1

2
þ 1

2
cos

2px

k
¼ F xð Þ (25)

Such time-averaging reminds classical in-plane

time-averaged geometric moiré, when an array of

parallel lines (moiré grating) is printed on a surface

of a non-deformable body and it performs in-plane

oscillations in the direction orthogonal to the con-

stitutive grating lines. If greyscale variation on

the surface of a one-dimensional non-deformable

body is

1

2
þ 1

2
cos

2p
k

x

� �

and the amplitude of harmonic oscillation is a, time-

averaged greyscale level reads:

1

2
þ 1

2
cos

2px

k
J0

2pa

k

� �

The envelope function which modulates the

original moiré grating can be expressed as:

1

2
� 1

2
J0

2pa

k

� �

The effect of beats could be observed if the amplitude

of oscillation would be varied continuously. Time-

averaged image will become blurred at such values of

a where 2pa/k = ri; i = 1, 2, …, where ri is the i-th root

of the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind.

Time-averaged projection moiré images will also

get blurred at certain amplitudes of oscillations. The

difference from time-average geometric moiré is that

these amplitudes are ai = ri(k/2psin h); i = 1, 2, …;

h „ 0 (at h = 0 the property 4 holds true). Another

difference is that the greyscale level of the blurred

image is cos h/2 instead of 0.5 (time-averaged pro-

jection moiré image is darker than time-averaged

geometric moiré image). Otherwise, the properties of

both time-averaging processes are similar.

3.2. Let G(x) = ax; a is a constant (the flat
non-deformable surface performs angular
oscillations around a pivot point at x = 0)

Initially, we assume that h = 0. Then,

HF x 0; axjð Þ ¼ F xð Þ
p

Z p
2

�p
2

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin tð Þ2

q dt (26)

Recall that the observation angle is also equal to 0.

Thus, the observed image will not be deformed at any

instantaneous moment of the oscillation. Conse-

quently, no time-averaged fringes will be formed in

the observed image. The only effect caused by the

oscillation is the darkening of the observed image

(the higher is the amplitude a, the darker is the time-

averaged image).

If h „ 0, then

HFðx h; axj Þ ¼ 1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

Fðx cos h� ax sin h � sin tÞ

� cos hþ a sin h � sin tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a sin tð Þ2

q dt (27)

Instantaneous observed images at time moments of

extreme deflections take the following form:

HF x h; ajð Þ ¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
cos

2px cos h
k

1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

cos
2pa sin h

k
sin t

� �
dt þ j

Z p
2

�p
2

sin
2pa sin h

k
sin t

� �
dt

 !

¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
cos

2px cos h
k

1

p

Z p
2

�p
2

exp j
2pa sin h

k
sin t

� �
dt

 !

¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
cos

2px cos h
k

lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

exp j
2pa sin h

k
sin t

� �
dt

� �

¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
cos

2px cos h
k

J0
2pa sin h

k

� �
; (23)
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H x;� p
2

� �
¼ F cos hþ a sin hð Þxð Þ cos h� a sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ a2
p ;

H x;
p
2

� �
¼ F cos h� a sin hð Þxð Þ cos hþ a sin hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ a2
p

(28)

Again, we assume that the projected image is a

regular moiré grating described by Equation (14).

Then, the pitch of the observed image varies during

the angular oscillations of the flat surface. The pitch

of the grating is k=ðcos hþ a sin hÞ at t ¼ �p=2; k at

t = 0 and k=ðcos h� a sin hÞ at t ¼ p=2.

Such oscillation of the pitch of the grating

produces a complex pattern of time-averaged inter-

ference fringes. Analogous time-averaging process

occurs when geometric moiré techniques are applied

to register in-plane oscillations of structures with

pitches varying in time. The formation of time-

averaged fringes is now governed not by zero-order

Bessel function of the first kind; moreover, the

relationship between the fringe orders of the

amplitude of oscillation becomes implicit [29].

Quantitative fringe-counting techniques are appli-

cable only when the amplitude of oscillation is

relatively small.

We illustrate the formation of time-averaged frin-

ges in Figure 6; the oscillating surface is defined by

G x; tð Þ ¼ 0:02x sin t; the pitch of the projected har-

monic grating is k ¼ 0:04. Figure 6B–D illustrates

observable images at different moments of time.

Figure 6E illustrates the time-averaged observable

image.

3.3. Let G(x) = a sin(kx + u), where a is
the amplitude of the standing wave; k is the
wave number and u is the phase

Such surface oscillations (standing waves) are com-

mon in science and engineering; therefore, it is

important to understand the process of formation of

time-averaged projected fringes. Naı̈ve consider-

ations could lead to such loose interpretations that

the formation of time-averaged fringes is governed by

processes described in the Section 3.1 in regions

around peaks of the standing wave and by the pro-

cesses described in the Section 3.2 in regions around

nodes of the standing wave.

Time-averaged fringes can be approximated ana-

lytically if G xð Þ is a slowly varying function. In that

case, one may assume that

Figure 6: The formation of time-averaged projection fringes on a flat surface oscillating around a pivot point;

F yð Þ ¼ 0:5þ 0:5 cos 2py=0:04ð Þ; G x; tð Þ ¼ 0:02x sin t; h ¼ p=4; (A) the oscillating surface (the solid and the dotted lines show maximum

deflections of the surface); (B) instantaneous observed image at t ¼ p=2; (C) at t = p and (D) at t ¼ 3p=2; (E) time-averaged image
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cos hþG0x xð Þ sin h � sin tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ sin t

� �2q � cos h (29)

When the projected grating is a harmonic moiré

grating defined by Equation (14),

The envelope function determining the formation

of fringes is

cos h
2
� cos h

2
J0

2p
k

G xð Þ sin h

� �

The relationship among the amplitude of the stand-

ing wave, the pitch of the projected grating and the

order of a time-averaged fringe is then:

G xð Þ ¼ kri=ð2p sin hÞ; (31)

where i is the order of the time-averaged fringe and ri

is the i-th root of the zero-order Bessel function of the

first type.

We illustrate the formation of time-averaged frin-

ges in Figure 7; the oscillating surface is defined by

G x; tð Þ ¼ 0:1 sin x sin t; the pitch of the projected

harmonic grating is k ¼ 0:04. Figure 6B–D illustrates

observable images at different moments of time.

Figure 6E illustrates the time-averaged observable

image. The observable grating is sharpest in regions

where the amplitude of the standing wave is smallest

(at nodal points of the standing wave) because

HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

H x; tð Þdt � cos h lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

1

2
þ 1

2
cos

2p
k

x cos h�G xð Þ sin h � sin tð Þ
� �� �

dt

¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

cos
2p
k

x cos h

� �
cos

2p
k

G xð Þ sin h � sin t

� �
dt

¼ cos h
2
þ cos h

2
cos

2p
k

x cos h

� �
J0

2p
k

G xð Þ sin h

� �
(30)

Figure 7: The formation of time-averaged projection fringes on a surface of a standing wave; F yð Þ ¼ 0:5þ 0:5 cos 2py=0:04ð Þ;
G x; tð Þ ¼ 0:1 sin x sin t; h ¼ p=4; (A) the oscillating surface (the solid and the dotted lines show maximum deflections of the surface);

(B) instantaneous observed image at t ¼ p=2; (C) at t = p and (D) at t ¼ 3p=2; (E) time-averaged image
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J0 0ð Þ ¼ 1. The observable grating gets blurred as the

amplitude of the standing wave gets higher. This

decay of sharpness of the time-averaged image is not

monotonic; it is governed by the envelope function

described above. Only three time-averaged fringes are

developed in Figure 7E. And again one must keep in

mind that approximation in Equation (30) is

acceptable only when G xð Þ is a slowly varying func-

tion.

Although time-averaged geometrical moiré fringes

were introduced in 1979 [30], interpretation of time-

averaged projection moiré fringes is a much more

complex problem. As mentioned previously, these

problems are still investigated 25 years later [19, 20].

Our approach is clear – we use a simple paraxial

model and try to derive exact relationships.

4. Analogies and Discussion

Equation (21) can be rewritten in the form:

Introduction of a new function F̂ zð Þ ¼ F z cos hð Þ
and a new variable u ¼ G xð Þ tan hð Þ sin t transforms

Equation (32) to the following form:

We introduce the following function:

q u h;G xð Þjð Þ ¼
1þ G0x xð Þ

G xð Þ uffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ G0x xð Þ

G xð Þ

� �2
u2

tan2 h

r

¼
G xð Þ þG0x xð Þu
� �

tan hffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G2 xð Þ tan2 hþ G02x xð Þu2

q (34)

Then, Equation (33) yields:

HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ cos h
p

Z s

�s

F̂ xþ uð Þq u h;G xð Þjð Þ duffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 � u2
p ;

(35)

where s ¼ G xð Þ tan h.

The function q u h;G xð Þjð Þ can be considered as a

measure determining the dynamical complexity of

the surface G xð Þ. Really, q u h;G xð Þjð Þ ¼ 1 if G xð Þ ¼ a.

Then,

HF x h; ajð Þ ¼ cos h
p

Z s

�s

F̂ xþ uð Þ duffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 � u2
p (36)

This is another, operator form [31] of representa-

tion of interference effects described in the Section

3.1.

It can be noted that we have not used Fourier

methods for analysis of moiré effects so far.

Fourier method is almost a standard analysis

technique for in-plane geometric moiré [Patorski],

although it is also applied for out-of plane moiré

[32]. Nevertheless, we did not exploit Fourier

techniques. The main reason for doing that is

because analytical Fourier techniques employ the

truncation of infinite series and concentrate on the

first terms only. Thus, unavoidable approximation

errors are introduced. Although Fourier methods

can help to understand physical processes (espe-

cially double exposure effects) directly, our goal was

to derive exact relationships (for the paraxial

model).

5. Two-Dimensional Example

In general, the image plane, the surface plane and

the observation plane can be located independently

in the three-dimensional space. As we assume that

the angle of observation is zero, the H-plane and

the G-plane are parallel (Figure 8). The angle of

illumination is h; thus we assume (without loss of

generality) that the angle between the F-plane and

the G-plane planes is also h (Figure 8). As previ-

ously, the function F y; vð Þ determines greyscale

levels of the projected image; G x; vð Þ – the shape of

the surface and H x; vð Þ – greyscale levels of the

observed image. Then,

HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ cos h
p

Z p
2

�p
2

F cos h � xþ G xð Þ tan h sin tð Þð Þ
1þ G0x xð Þ tan h

� �
sin tffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ sin t
� �2

q dt (32)

HF x h; G xð Þjð Þ ¼ cos h
p

Z G xð Þ tan h

�G xð Þ tan h
F̂ xþ uð Þ

1þ G0x xð Þ
G xð Þ uffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ G0x xð Þ
G xð Þ

� �2
u2

tan2 h

r duffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G xð Þ tan hð Þ2�u2

q (33)
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Coordinates of marked points in appropriate

frames (Figure 8) are: A y0; v0; F y0; v0ð Þð Þ; B x0; v0;ð
G x0; v0ð ÞÞ; and C x0; v0;H y0; v0ð Þð Þ.

We use a model of a vibrating cantilever to illus-

trate the process of the formation of time-averaged

projection fringes. Figure 9 shows maximum deflec-

tions from the state of equilibrium in the process of

harmonic oscillations calculated by finite element

method. The contour map at the bottom illustrates

the field of amplitudes in a two-dimensional projec-

tion. The cantilevered plate oscillates up and down

along the vertical axis; it does not expand or shrink

along other axes.

A harmonic moiré grating F x; yð Þ ¼ 0:5þ 0:5

cos 50xð Þ is projected on the surface of the cantile-

ver; the angle of projection is h ¼ p=4. The observable

grating at the moment of maximum deflections

from the state of equilibrium is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 11 also shows the observable grating at the

moment of maximum deflections but a half of

the period of oscillations. Finally, Figure 12 shows

the time-averaged observable image. Time-averaged

moiré fringes are clearly visible there. The field of

maximum deflections from the state of equilibrium

can be considered as a slowly varying function;

maximum amplitude of oscillation is around 0.15

while the longitudinal dimension of the cantilever is

over 6 (Figure 9). Therefore, the relationship among

the order of a time-averaged fringe in Figure 12, the

amplitude of the standing wave and the pitch of the

projected grating can be approximated by Equation

(31). In other words, the pattern of time-averaged

Figure 8: A schematic representation of the projection process

HF x; vjh;G x; vð Þð Þ ¼ lim
T!1

1

T

Z T

0

F x cos hþ G x; vð Þ sin h � sin t; vð Þ cos hþ sin h � sin t � @G x; vð Þ=@xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ sin t � @G x; vð Þ=@xð Þ2

q dt (37)
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Figure 9: A numerical model of the vibrating cantilevered plate; the shape of the cantilever and the contour map of the field of

amplitudes are shown at the moment of maximum deflections from the state of equilibrium

Figure 10: Instantaneous observable grating at the moment of

maximum deflections from the state of equilibrium
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fringes in Figure 12 can be considered as isolines of

the field of amplitudes.

It must be noted that we analyse only one moiré

projection. More than one projector must be

introduced if one wants to get complete informa-

tion on the surface’s geometry [21, 24]. In general,

surfaces are tensors of second order and hence one

single projection does not provide enough infor-

mation to achieve high accuracy [22]. Anyway, the

goal of this paper was not to redesign the theory

of inverse problems. The goal was to give an

accurate interpretation of projection moiré fringes

at a given angle of illumination in a paraxial

approximation.

So far we have used an assumption that the canti-

lever vibrates harmonically. It is well known that

non-linear systems can exhibit periodic, quasiperi-

odic and even chaotic responses under periodic

forcing. Applicability of reflection moiré techniques

for chaotic oscillations in rigorously explored in [33];

a relationship between the largest Lyapunov expo-

nent of the chaotic process and the time-averaged

greyscale intensity is derived. The effect of the dis-

appearance of time-averaged fringes is demonstrated

for a centrally clamped rotating circular disk [33]. But

physical principles of the formation of fringes for

reflection and projection moiré optical techniques

are different. Thus, we leave a detailed analysis of

chaotic processes for the future research, although

numerical experiments show the same effect of the

disappearance of projected moiré fringes.

6. Concluding Remarks

We have derived an exact relationship governing the

formation of projection moiré fringes on a curved

surface. It has been demonstrated that systematic

errors done with the approximation of the observable

shift of grating lines can lead to serious misinterpre-

tations of physical processes taking place in analysed

systems.

This exact analytical result (for the paraxial mod-

el) enabled us to derive more accurate approxima-

tions for time-averaging projection moiré compared

with what has been done before, under the

assumption that the variation of the surface is a

slowly varying function. Derived explicit relation-

ships among heights of the measured surface (in

static and especially dynamic applications), the

pitch of the projected grating and the order of a

moiré fringe can help to better understand processes

taking place whenever projection moiré techniques

are used for investigation of dynamical systems, and

minimise general budgets of measurement uncer-

tainties.
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